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Introduction 
 
 In 2011, I was thrilled to receive an invitation from the World Harp Congress to perform 
a Canadian contemporary solo piece for harp during the event.  As the event was taking place in 
my home city, Vancouver, a sense of excitement and pride surprisingly overwhelmed me during 
my preparation for the performance.  The enthusiasm made me realize that as a Taiwanese-
Canadian musician (born in Taiwan and immigrated to Canada at the age of twelve), I have 
identified myself as a Canadian harpist.   
 I lived in two different cities, New Haven, Connecticut and Bloomington, Indiana, in the 
United States when I pursued my master and doctoral degree.  Despite my Asian physical 
appearance, my colleagues also saw me as a Canadian musician.  Moreover, they would ask me 
for interpretation on certain pieces from a Canadian’s point of view.  This perception from my 
international colleagues has contributed my awareness of the importance on my identity. 
 When discussing a possible topic for my dissertation with my beloved harp professor in 
Indiana University, Miss. Susann McDonald, she suggested that I research Canadian harp music 
after my successful performance at the World Harp Congress.  She noticed that I would 
periodically include a Canadian contemporary piece in my recitals.  After a thorough research, I 
have narrowed down to three composers, Rodney Sharman, Stephen Chatman and Murray 
Schafer.  The first two composers have worked with me closely on their music, and Schafer’s 
music was a big part of my last year at the University of British Columbia.  After a survey 
through the school’s library website, I was astonished to find out that each one of them also 
relate to Canada strongly in their role as composers.  Therefore, I decided to analyze their music 
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and hope that these beautiful pieces can be more internationally introduced through this 
dissertation. 
 Because Sharman believed that harpists’ fingerings are personal, he decided to leave out 
fingerings in all of his harp etudes.  In 2006, I was asked to perform these etudes for his 
workshop at the Vancouver branch of the Canadian Music Centre.  My harp professor in 
Vancouver, Rita Costanzi, and I gave feedbacks to participating lever harpists.  I was happy to 
learn that after a few years, these etudes are now included in the Royal Conservatory of Music 
Examination repertoire so that many Canadian young harpists are encouraged to play them.  
These etudes are beautifully written with a sense of serenity that makes them more than just a set 
of studies for technique. 
 I first learned Stephen Chatman’s Creatures of Earth and Sky for the Canada Music 
Week in 2003, and I was engaged in creating the imagery that is implied in different sections of 
the music.  Later, he asked me to professionally record this piece, and after a few years this 
sound track was included in one of his albums called Earth Songs.  This piece has left a strong 
impression to audiences when I performed at the World Harp Congress in Vancouver and a 
competition in Paris.  Chatman was born in the United States, but he has been living in 
Vancouver for many years.  Not only does he feel his music Canadian, he has stated that his 
American colleagues also see him as a Canadian composer importing Canadian music to 
America. 
 Based on several of Schafers’ articles on Canadian music, one can perceive his concerns 
on the loss of Canadian’s identity in arts and his personal frustration on the lack of support from 
the Canadian government.  However, these personal dilemmas have only made him to strive 
harder on preserving his Canadian style and advocate strongly on his views towards his 
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nationalism as a composer.  I learned his chamber music Theseus for my graduation recital at the 
University of British Columbia.  I was already impressed by the theatrical effects that his music 
could create without knowing too much about his other Patria productions.  Some of the modern 
harp techniques that he included in the work are innovative. 
 I relate strongly to these composers’ ideas on their identities as Canadian artists.  In 
addition, through the long journey of writing this dissertation, I was inspired to self-search at for 
my role as a performer and an educator in my home country, Canada.  The initial goal was to 
introduce Canadian music; however, the path of researching and writing has enlightened me as a 
Canadian artist more than I could ever imagine.   
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Chapter 1: Six Etudes by Rodney Sharman 
 
 
 
Figure 1.1. Rodney Sharman (born 1958) 
 
 
Rodney Sharman (b. 1958) has been residing in Vancouver, Canada for over ten years 
now as a composer.  Born in Biggar, central Saskatchewan, Sharman’s first exposure to classical 
music was through the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation (CBC), which was the only station 
available in his town during the 1960s.  He became familiar with contemporary music at an 
earlier age compared to other children by watching Glenn Gould and Ye udi Menuhin play 
Schoenberg; his first exposure to opera and ballet were Britten's Billy Budd and Stravinsky's 
L'histoire du Soldat on the television.1  
                                                          
1 Rodney Sharman, “Artist’s Bio,” http://rodney-sharman.squarespace.com/new-page/ (accessed March 15, 2016). 
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At the age of fifteen, his family moved to Victoria, British Columbia, where he started to 
study composition with Murray Adaskin.2  Then, he pursued post-secondary studies at the 
University of Victoria, the Staatliche Hochschule für Musik in Germany and the State University 
of New York at Buffalo, from which he received a Ph.D. in May, 1991. His teachers, after 
Murray Adaskin, were Rudolf Komorous, Brian Ferneyhough, Morton Feldman, David Felder, 
Frederic Rzewski, Louis Andriessen and Lucas Foss. 
Sharman has been appointed as the Composer-in-Resi ence of the Victoria Symphony 
(2008-2010), the National Youth Orchestra of Canada (2004), and the Vancouver Symphony 
(1997-2000) as well as the Vancouver Symphony Orchestra’s Composer/Music Advisor (2000-
2001), and a guest composer at the Institute of Sonology in Netherlands (1983-84).  He has 
taught at Wilfrid Laurier University, the University of British Columbia, the School for the 
Contemporary Arts and Faculty of Graduate Liberal Studies and Simon Fraser University.  His 
work has been performed at festivals of new music in more than thirty countries, including the 
Darmstadt Summer Courses for New Music in Germany, at which he was awarded the 1990 
Kranichsteiner Music Prize.  In add tion to concert music, his work also covers music for cabaret, 
opera and dance.  Several of his works have been choreographed, and h collaborates with 
choreographer James Kudelka3 regularly.4 
 
                                                          
2
 Murray Adaskin (1906-2002) was director of the Music department of the University of Saskatchewan.  He retired 
in Victoria, British Columbia, where many of his compositions were written during that time. 
3 James Kudelka was the artistic director for the National Ballet of Canada  (1996-2005) and currently is the 
National Ballet's artist in residence. 
4
 Rodney Sharman, http://rodney-sharman.squarespace.com/long-bio/ (accessed March 15, 2016). 
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Six Etudes for Lever (Celtic) or Pedal Harp 
 
 In 1979 Sharman wrote his first solo piece for harp called Piece for Harp Solo.  He based 
his harp writing on several harp method books, mostly Modern Study of the Harp by Salzedo.5  
The Canadian harpist Erika Goodman was surprised that she “never needs to make changes” 
when playing his unpublished works for harp.6  Sharman’  ex-partner is a Celtic harp maker and 
a beginner harpist who studied harp with Rita Costanzi.7  Sharman was asked to compose a short 
etude for his ex-partner every winter as his Christmas gift.  Therefore, these etudes have no 
accidentals, no lever changes (the Celtic harp made by his ex-partner has no levers) and no 
triplets or difficult rhythm. 
 All the six etudes were choreographed in Portland, Oregon in 2008 and performed by an 
Amish Celtic harpist.  In the same performance, Canadian harpist Rita Costanzi also played five 
solo pieces by Sharman with dancers of different ages displaying different stages of one’s life 
journey such as the first kiss and a boy going to war.  The forth etude, Reverie, and the s xth 
etude, Snowflakes, were recorded by Sharlene Wallace8 and collected in her CD In Night’s Deep 
Silence.  The first etude (Gondola), third etude (Listening to Rain) and fifth etude (Marc ) are 
under the repertoire list for the grade four examination of the Royal Conservatory of Music. 
 
 
 
 
                                                          
5
 Carlos Salzedo, Modern Study f the Harp (New York: G. Schirmer, 1921). 
6 Rodney Sharman, personal interview, Vancouver, January 21, 2016. 
7 Rita Costanzi was the principle harpist of the Vancouver Symphony Orchestra and the CBC Radio Orchestra and 
the harp lecturer of the University of British Columbia before she relocated to New York in 2007. 
8 Sharlene Wallace is one of Canada's most prolific and influential Celtic harpists. 
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Analysis 
 
1.  Gondola (for harmonics) 
The melody in the left hand of the first etude, Gondola, climbs up and down in steps, 
with the aim of depicting the image of its namesake.  For the duration of the piece, the right hand 
provides only an ostinato consisting of E and G.  The harmonics sound an octave higher than 
written, which places the first phrase (mm. 2-8) in the iddle register (G4-D5) of the instrument.  
Over three phrases, the lines emphasize the tonic pitch (C) by use of upper and lower neighbours.  
The first phrase ascends from G to B, then skips the C and jumps from B to D.  The following 
descending scale presents the C, grounding the melody tonally.  The second phrase starts with 
mm. 8-13.  The melody falls in thirds (except in m.10, where the C is again skipped).  This 
missing C is played finally in m.16, which gives the listener satisfaction and the phrase a sense 
of completion.  The third phrase (mm.17-26) i  a truncated repeat of the first phrase.  It arrives 
at the tonic note, then repeats D-C again (mm. 22 -23).  This repetition emphasizes the implied 
authentic cadence, and leads to a sense of closure. 
 The composer also plays with displacement of the left hand harmonics; generally the 
downbeat is avoided in order prevent the traditional strong-weak-weak 3/4 pattern.  However, 
the composer interrupts the pattern with downbeats in two places, m. 8 and m. 11, in order to 
alert the listener that new material is being introduced.   
First, the harmonics land on the second beat of each measure.  Although they are not on 
the downbeat, they are still three quarter notes apart.  The pattern changes to two quarter notes 
apart from m. 8 where the second phrase connects with the last not of the firs  phrase, A, on the 
downbeat.  The increase in frequency of attacks helps to distinguish the change of intervals 
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between the notes and activates the musical texture. In m. 11, a new line appears in the bass that 
brings out the low register (so far unheard in the piece).  The composer, therefore, interrupts the 
half note pattern and introduces a low F2 on the downbeat.  In order to let the strings vibrate and 
the low voice to be delivered properly, the duration of the notes is prolonged to four beats.  From 
m. 17, where the opening theme returns, the harmonics are again three beats apart, landing on 
beat 2 of each measure.  When the tonic finally reappears to give the conclusion in m. 21, the 
length of the C changes to 4 beats.  This adjustment makes the repeated cadence D-C from mm. 
22 -23 land on the third beat of each measure.  The change is noticeable since the melody has not 
appeared on the third beats yet.  Since in a traditional classical context the third beat in a 3/4 bar 
is weak, the composer’s use of displacement in this etude contributes to the effectiveness of the 
last cadence.  
 
2.  Giant Steps (for sevenths and sixths) 
In this etude, mm. 1-17 are a subdominant prolongation of the final V-I cadence.  
Moreover, the left hand displays intervals of a 7th while the righ  hand displays intervals of a 6th.  
From mm. 1-8, the bass notes of each downbeat are to be emphasized.  They create an F-Lydian 
scale from F2-F3.  The first notes of the right hand intervals in each measure, though lacking the 
tenuto marking, spell a C major scale. 
Starting from m. 9, the subdominant material is furthered elaborated by introducing a 
meter change (3/4 beginning in m. 9), an F major chord and descending intervals in the right 
hand.  This helps create rhythmic momentum as the etude progresses; the downbeats in the left 
hand from mm. 9-11 are a descending F major chord (appearing for the first time), and at the 
same time, the right hand keeps the interval of a 6th but now descending. From mm. 11-17 the 
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right hand features both ascending and descending intervals.  After a fermata in m. 19, mm. 20-
21 are a dominant 7th resolving to the tonic C major chord in m. 22. 
 
3.  Listening to Rain (for descending thirds) 
 This piece is built from by four consecutive descending thirds.  Two variations of the 
motive function as transitional passages in sequences in order to connect the motives.   
 
Example 1.1. Motive (a) from Six Etudes by Sharman 
 Variation (b) is a fragment of the motive (it is derived from the first two notes of the 
motive).  A passing note connect the two notes. 
 
Example 1.2. Derivation of Variation (b) 
 Variation (c) is a kind of retrograde of the motive (it is derived from the middle three 
notes of the motive).  The two notes that follow immediately are derived from the last and first 
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notes of the motive.  (i.e. the motive is B, G, E, D, A.  Variation (c) will start with C, E, G first, 
followed by A and B.)   
 
Example 1.3. (c) retrograde of (a) in variation 
Beyond the descending thirds in the melody, the etude consists of descending sequences.  
In mm. 1, 3, 5 and 6, the five-note motive starts with E, D, C and B, consecutively.  Later, from 
mm. 10-13, the downbeats also form descending thirds (C, A, F, and D). 
 
 
 
3.  Listening to Rain (longer version, for descending thirds) 
 
 The longer version of Listening to Ra n develops more interesting interaction between the 
two voices with regards to timing and new register.  From mm. 1-24, the score is exactly the 
same as the previous etude.  Then, instead of finishing the sequence with a cadence in m. 25, the 
composer opts to return to the beginning.   
 In mm. 29-30, the five-note descending motive appears in 2 voices, as before.  In 
accordance with m. 7, the motive is finished followed by (b) material; however, in m. 30, another 
motive appears, elided with the previous motiv .  The ending of the f rmer phrase overlaps with 
the beginning of the latter phrase, which is unprecedented in the piece. 
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Example 1.4. mm. 29-30 
 In mm. 45 -46, a new counterpoint appears for the first time in this etude.  It is a canon; 
the top voice enters two eighth notes later than the bottom voice.  The motive here is extended by 
adding two more descending thirds to this internal expansion.  The top voice introduces D6, 
which is the melodic high-point so far. 
 
Example 1.5. mm. 45-46 
 After a sequence of (c), the E6 is introduced and played in the left hand octave in m. 53, 
bringing the melodic span to its zenith.   
 
Example 1.6. mm. 53-56 
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4.  Reverie (a gentle study in timbre and harmony) 
 The timbre and harmony in this etude are created by dissonant intervals, extreme registers 
and dynamic contrast. The piece is made of many intervals of 7ths and 2nds, which include two 
adjacent pitch classes in order.  The ontour of the ight and left hands are in contrary motion, 
which often creates registral expansion and contraction.  Throughout the previous three etudes, 
the composer had only indicated the dynamics at the beginning of each etude, and occasionally at 
new sections (the first etude has details such as crescendo or d crescendo). However, Sharman 
here includes two dynamic levels, p and mf, and they appear alternatively at almost every phrase.   
 The three final chords (mm. 21-25) are proportionally spaced to simulate to the listener a 
feeling of ritardando: the first chord lands on the third beat of m.  21, lasting for four beats.  An 
extra two beats are added to the next chord in m. 22, and the last chord has duration of eight 
beats.   
 
5.  March (a composer’s study in rhythmic displacement) 
 The fifth etude starts in marching tempo and a right-hand ostinato of accented four-note 
ascending figures.  The left hand plays harmonics in different rhythmic positions in each 
measure.  Starting from m. 2, he ha monic appears on the second half of the first beat, in m. 3 on 
the second half of the second beat, in m. 4 on the second half of the third beat, and so on.  The 
same rhythmic displacement happens again from mm. 8-11 with a descending scalar ostinato this 
time.  In addition, the second half of the etude (mm. 8-13) is an inversion of the first half of the 
etude (mm. 1-7).  Measures 6-7 and 13-14 have voice exchange between the two lines.  While 
the previous four etudes are all in C major, this etude, is in the E-Phrygian mode. 
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6.  Snowflakes (about repetition and change — like real snowflakes, no two bars are alike.) 
  
This etude utilizes a consistent right-hand ostinatowith a l f -hand melo y line that 
features different musical ideas and gestures representing the uniqueness of snowflakes.  As with 
the previous etude, Snowflakes is in the E Phrygian mode.   
 The right hand starts with an upward leap of a fifth, then descends two consecutive thirds; 
the contour of the line consistently rocks up and down.  The opposite directions provide 
opportunities for the left hand to produce interesting contrapuntal lines against the right.  For 
instance, the left hand in m. 1 already flows in contrary motion with the right hand.  In the next 
measure, the descending line in thirds falls together with the right hand. 
 
Example 1.7. mm. 1-2 
 In mm. 5 -6, three voices create various combinations of motions.  In m. 5, the left hand 
alone already is in contrary motion, while the outer voices are in parallel with inner voices 
contrary again. 
 
Example 1.8. mm. 5-6 
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 Besides thirds and fifths, the left hand also features intervals of sixths and various brief 
motivic ideas.  In conclusion, starting from m. 22, the last note of the right hand ostinato is 
omitted while the left hand line also has half note on the second beat.  As a result, the second 
beat is held through third beat, creating a slower and more relaxed pace.  Starting from mm. 30-
34, the right hand starts to ‘drop out’ note by note.  Notice that the G is always on the second 
beat, while the B is always on the second eight note of the downbeat: even when the notes are 
dropping out individually, remaining notes are still in their ‘right place’. The spacing creates a 
sense of ritardando without the tempo actually slowing down.  While continuing steadily, the 
ostinato fades out al niente with a sense of improvisational denouement. 
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Discussion on Fingerings and Performance Practice 
 
 
Figure 1.2.  Suggested fingering for Gondola 
 16 
 
1.  Gondola (for harmonics) 
 The right-hand ostinato9 is upplemental o the left-hand melody line, so the ostinato 
should be played evenly and subtly.  The repetition should n t overshadow the left-hand 
harmonics.  While the left-hand harmonic line draws a crescendo10 and decrescendo11, the right 
hand should support the shape and contour of the line.  B cause of the displacement of the l f 
hand, the player should prepare in dvance especially for when the rhythmic pattern changes, for 
example in mm. 7-8. 
 When the lower register is introduced starting from m. 11, the wire strings should be 
played with enuto12 so that the strings’ dark color stands out. The hand-span that is required to 
play the interval of a tenth is c allenging to many players.  The left hand material should be 
played as brushed, muffled octaves, meaning that the inner fingers (second a  third fingers) are 
pointing upward.13 The left hand slides slightly and muffles th lower strings that re vibrating 
before getting in position for the next interval.  The C in m. 16  is played étouffée.14 
 The ending can be achieved with musicality by carefully using less and less force top ay 
each subsequent measure.  Th  effect should be evocative f he volume on a ster o b ing turned 
down gradually.  Notice that there is no indication for ritardando,sothe player should avoid the 
temptation to slow down while decreasing th volume. 
 
                                                          
9
 An ostinato is a constantly recurring melodic fragment. 
10
 A crescendo is a gradual increase in loudness in a piece of music. 
11
 A decrescendo is a gradually reducing force or loudness. 
12
 A tenuto is to hold the note in question its full length (or longer, with slight rubato), or play the note slightly 
louder. 
13
 Susann McDonald and Linda Wood Rollo, Harp For Tod y: A Universal Method for the Harp (MusicWorks, 
2008), 46. 
14
 An étouffée octave is a flat (muffled) octave for the left hand. 
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2.  Giant Steps (for sevenths and sixths) 
Figure 1.3. Suggested fingerings for Giant Steps 
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 In this etude, the sixths are played with fingers 3 and 1 and the sevenths are playe with 4 
and 1, as uggested by Susann McDonald.15  The etude starts with a cending intervals alternating 
between left handand right hand hen later both ascending andescending.  Compared to Little 
Arpeggios
16by Salzedo and Lawrence, it bears many similarities in texture, with e exception of 
direction.  
 
Example 1.9. StudyIII, Pathfinder to the Harp, p. 17, mm. 1-11 
  
Notice that in Lit le Arpeggios, the composers also uggests using he fourth finger when 
the interval is a eventh or wider. 
 From mm. 11-18 of Giant Steps, the descending bass line creates dissonance in the lower 
register when the s rings are allowed to ring.  For this reason, advanced players should ‘brush’ 
the lower strings slightly to dampen th m before th n xt interval. 
                                                          
15
 Susann McDonald and Linda Wood Rollo, Harp Olympics Stage II (MusicWorks, 1999), 10. 
16
 Lucile Lawrence and Carlos Salzedo, Pathfinder to the Harp (New York & London: G.Schirmer, inc., 1929), 17. 
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 For ease of performance, it is recommended that the left hand ‘crosse ov r’ toplay the 
top C inmeasure 21. 
3.  Listening to Rain (for descending thirds) 
 
Figure 1.4. Suggested Fingerings for Listening to Rain 
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 The d scending seventh chords inthis etude would be asy to play, if there were only 
four notes in each, as inExample 1.10.  However, since each chord is comprised of five notes, 
the performer must devise a strategy to deal with the “additional” n te.17 
 
Example  1.10. Four-finger arpeggio practice from Harp for Today by McDonald and Rollo, 
mm. 5-12 on p. 110 
 
Sharman h s allowed the left hand to assist with the right-hand line, and has stated that he 
would like the phrases to be“nicely rounded and separated with a breath marks.”18  The 
suggested fingerings prioritize his statements.  For example, although m asure 4 can b
connected to measure 5, they are purposely disconnected because a jump will serve to emphasize 
the desired “breath” more. 
 The player should emphasize the fir t note of eachsequence with a t nuto touch. For 
instance, from m . 10-13, the beginning of each p rase should be highlighted by reater force 
from the third finger.  Most of the phrases do not tart on downbeats, which makes for an 
                                                          
17
 Samuel Milligan, Fun from the First (Chicago: Lyon-Healy, 1962), 4. 
18
 Rodney Sharman, Personal interview, Vancouver, January 21, 2016. 
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interesting pace, and sets the acc nted otes against the meter.  Frequently, there a  large leaps 
between phrases.  A  a singer might do, one should make a slight delay inexec ting the 
beginning of each new phrase to helpd lineate the structure. 
4.  Listening to Rain (longer version, for descending thirds) 
 
Figure 1.5. Suggested Fingerings for the longer version of Listening to Rain 
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Figure 1.6. Suggested Fingerings for the longer version of Listening to Rain 
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There is an extended sequence from mm.40-44 that has sustained F octaves inthe left 
hand.  While th  octaves are ringing, the left hand can he p he rig t hand with playing the first 
two notes of its pattern.  Fingers 1 and 2 ar  uggested instead of 2 and 3 because of the thumb’s 
ability to create a more distinguish tone. 
 The passage from mm. 45 -46 is a canon, the only occurrence of this device in the etude.  
It fits the hands nicely by having the same fingering pattern.  The E oc aves in m. 53 hould be 
played with aleft hand cross-over.  Due tthe cross-over, it maybe difficult to on rol the ight 
hand jumps from A-D and B-E in mm. 53 -54.  To this end, the left hand can assist by playing the 
C and B. 
 In the final measure, the l f  hand coul  play the two C’sas an octave; however, the tone 
may blend too well for the intended effect.  The wo voices mu t be preserved as before, so 
having the two C’splayed by separate hands will help achieve a cl arer effect. 
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4.  Reverie (a gentle study in timbre and harmony) 
Figure 1.7. Suggested fingerings for Reverie 
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This etude is conceived with dramatic dynamic contrasts that the pl yer s ould observe 
closely.  Generally, Sharman alternates piano and mezzo-forte betwe n ph ases.  The intervals 
are played b tween alternating hands, and there ar large gaps in register be ween the two 
melodic lines.  These two special features can easily mak the phrases sound uneven, so equal 
force behind all fingers is a necessity.  
 In m. 10, it is uggested that the left hand quickly muffles the low A string to prevent a
distortion f the harmony. 
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5.  March (a composer’s study in rhythmic displacement) 
 
Figure 1.8. Suggested Fingerings for March 
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In order to emphasize the rhythmic displacement in is piece,accents hould be str ssed 
so that listeners can easily f el that they land on ifferent beats i each measure.  
 From mm. 6 -7 and frommm. 13-14, coordination between he two hands isdifficult to 
control.  The unexpected mix of contrary and parallel motion makes cle r articula 
problematic.  An excerpt f om Renie’s famous method b ok shows a pertinent passage for 
training independence and coordination betwee ha ds.19  Excerpts from Sharman’s etude would 
be a good place to start in efining these skills. 
 
Example 1.11. mm. 6-7 of March by Sharman 
 
 
Example 1.12. Excerpt of page 189 From Renie’s Complete Method for Harp, V. 2 
 
 
                                                          
19
 Henriette Renié, Compl te Method for Harp (Paris: Alphonse Leduc, 1946), 189.
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6.  Snowflakes (about repetition and change – Like real snowflakes, no two bars are alike) 
Figure 1.9.  Suggested Fingerings for Snowflakes 
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This etude continues the study in coordination with a more contr puntal approach 
between the hands.  A variety of intervals are practiced against th  ri ht hand’s ostinato.  The
effect of the ending s carefully ca culated by the composer — the performer should refrain from 
slowing; the B in m. 32 needs to be precisely n time.20 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                          
20
 Rodney Sharman, personal interview, Vancouver, January 21, 2016. 
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Chapter 2: Creatures of Earth and Sky by Stephen Chatman 
 
 
 
Figure 2.1. Stephen Chatman (born 1950) 
  
Stephen Chatman was born in Faribault, Minnesota in 1950.  He has been teaching at the 
University of British Columbia since 1976 and currently is the head of the composition division.  
He studied with Joseph R. Wood and Walter Aschaffenburg at the Oberlin Conservatory and 
graduated with his Master’s degree and Doctoral of Musical Arts degree in 1977 under the 
guidance of Ross Lee Finney, Leslie Bassett, William Bolcom, and Eugene Kurtz at the 
University of Michigan in Ann Arbor.  After that, he received to receive a Fulbright-Hays grant 
to study with Karlheinz Stockhausen at the Hochschule für Musik in Cologne in 1974.1 
Three times the BMI Student Composer Awards winner (1974, 1975 and 1976), Chatman 
received a prize from the US National Institute of Arts and Letters in 1975, a fellowship from the 
National Endowment for the Arts in 1977 and a Martha Baird Rockefeller Fund grant (1987) to 
assist a recording project on his work, On the Contrary, for the Composers' Recordings, Inc. 
label.   
                                                          
1 America Pink, “Stephen Chatman,” http://america.pink/stephen-chatman_4172391.html (accessed March 13, 2016). 
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He has received commissions from major orchestras in Canada2 , North Ameri a3, and 
other continents, including the Sydney Symphony Orchestra and the Berlin Radio Orchestra.  
Various active ensembles and organizations such as the Guitar Society of Toronto, the Canadian 
Chamber Ensemble, Vancouver's Music in the Morning , the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation 
(CBC), the Vancouver Chamber Choir, the Banff Centre for the Arts and the Vancouver Cantata 
Singers have all commissioned him.4 
In July 2012, Stephen Chatman was appointed a Member of the Order of Canada.  Some 
of his notable students are John Burge, Arne Eigenfeldt, Melissa Hui, Jocelyn Morlock, Larry 
Nickel, John Oliver, John Estacio, Rui Shi Zhuo, and Jason Nett.  Many of these have been 
recognized with appointments such as the composer-in-residence of the Vancouver Symphony 
Orchestra, and honors such as Juno nominations, Mayor’s Arts Award in Vancouver, winner of 
the Eckhardt-Gramatté National Music Competition and the Montreal International Music 
Competition. 
 
Musical Style 
 
 Chatman’s music has been well-received by both mainstream audiences and those in the 
academic field.  Reviews described his music as “shimmering”, “evocative”, “eclectic”, and 
“compelling.”  Before 1982, his work was mostly atonal, complex and virtuosic.  His chamber 
                                                          
2
 Chatman received commissions from Canadian orchestras such as the Edmonton Symphony Orchestra, Toronto 
Symphony orchestra, and Vancouver Symphony Orchestra, to name a few. 
3 Chatman received commissions from the U.S. orche t as such as the Windsor Symphony Orchestra, St. Louis 
Symphony Orchestra and San Francisco Symph ny Orchestra and the D troit Symphony Orchestra. 
4
 America Pink, “Stephen Chatman,” http://america.pink/stephen-chatman_4172391.html (accessed March 13, 2016). 
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works are especially motivic developed and consist of dynamic and textual contrast.5   By the late 
19 70s, his music contained many musical traditions such as conventional forms, complete 
musical expression, tonality, modality, counterpoint of styles and simplified musical language 
and post-modern aesthetics such as minimalism, eclecticism, collage techniques, popular music 
influences and theatrical elements.   
 Chatman's choral pieces "are in wide demand in North America."6  Since 1982, he started 
to compose choral music with traditional musical elements; hence, his music was praised as 
accessible and popular.   His choral work brought Chatman back from modernism to a more 
spiritual, post-modernist and audience-friendly style.  He also composed some educational piano 
pieces, which are included in the Royal Conservatory of Music Examinations in different grade 
levels.  His sacred and secular choral works feature tonality, lyricism, melodic line, folk song, 
and more traditional musical gestures, forms and compositional techniques.  His musical style is 
influenced by Bartók, Ives, Ravel7, Crumb and Berio.8   
 Some of the titles of Chatman’s work include geographical names and adoption of 
musical elements based on geography, for example, Grouse Mountain Lullaby9  and Due North10.  
Some are poetic and full with imagery, for instance, Mirage11 and Crimson Dream.12 The lat er 
has been performed by numerous orchestras around the world. 
 
                                                          
5 Tara Wohlberg, “Stephen Chatman,” 2012, http://www.drstephenchatman.com/bio.html (accessed March 14, 
2016). 
6
 Melvin Unger, Historic Dictionary of Choral Music (Maryland: Scarecrow Press, 2010), 67. 
7
 Chatman mentioned Ravel in the interview on Creatures of Earth and Sky.  In the last measure of the fourth 
movement, the unprecedented material reminds him of the last measure of Ravel’s La Valse, whic  is also 
unprecedented in the whole dance.  
8
 Rick MacMillan, “Stephen Chatman,” December 12, 2013, The Canadian Encyclopedia, 
http://www.thecanadianencyclopedia.ca/en/article/stephen-chatman-emc/#h3_jump_1 (accessed March 14, 2016). 
9
 Stephen Chatman, Grouse Mou tain Lullaby (New York: Edward B. Marks Music, 1980). 
10 Stephen Chatman, Due North (Toronto: Canada Music Centre, 1986). 
11
 Stephen Chatman, Mirage (Toronto; Canada Music Centre, 1987). 
12 Stephen Chatman, rimson Dream (King of Prussia: T. Presser Co, 1985). 
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Creatures of Earth and Sky 
 
 Chatman wrote Creatures of Earth and Sky in England.  When he was staying at the 
house of a friend, he noticed Georgia Heard’s collection of children’s poems with colorful 
drawings by Jennifer Owings Dewey called Creatures of Earth, Sea and Sky.13 
 
Figure 2.2. The book cover of Creatures of Earth, Sea and Sky 
 He was inspired by the idea of these miniatures on these creatures and decided to start 
composing this work named Creatures of Earth and Sky.14  This piece is collected in the CD 
called “Earth Songs” under Centrediscs, performed by the author, Joy Yeh, published in 2012.             
               
            
Figure 2.3. Cover of Earth Songs                    
                                                          
13 Georgia Heard, Cr atures of Earth, Sea and Sky (Pennsylvania: Boyds Mills Press, 1997). 
14 Stephen Chatman, reatures of Earth and Sky (Toronto: Canadian Music Centre, 1991); score. 
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Figure 2.4. Back cover of Earth Songs 
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Analysis 
 
Stephan C tman’s Creatures of Earth and Sky is a set of five character pieces that are 
evocative and rich in imagery.  They are musically unrelated and variable in length; however, 
they have several features in common: the mov ments are generally terse and formally simp e, 
and eschew true “d velopment”.  Movements I, III and V are energetic and fast while 
movements II and IV are slow and intimate.  The overall form of the collection is thus given 
coherence.  G erally speaking, each movement has two contrasting textures a d ideas, and the 
materials from the first section return at he end of the movement.  In movements I, II and III the 
materials from the first section return truncated; in movements IV and V the first sections return 
verbatim. The repeat of the firstsection (and occasionally sec d section as well) at heend 
makes the form ABA,  ABA ¹ or ABA ¹B¹ for each movement.   In the last movement, a coda 
appears fo the first time after he return of A  which ontains materials from A  and B.  This coda 
not only concludes the movement but also creates  conclusion for the work.  Movements II and 
III show the simplest version of the form that each movement is based on.  M vements I, IV and 
V are variations whose r turns co tain more material.  Movements II and III also depict the most 
obvious images with more direct links o the titles, relating to “sparrows” and “spiders”.  
Moreover, movements I and V are the longest movements i length and surround the e tire work 
well. 
Movements II and III are discussed first due to their basic forms that provide the skeleton 
of the other movements. 
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II.  “Sparrow in the Lilac” 
 
 
Example 2.1. Form of the second movement 
 This unmeasured mov ment is in ABA ¹ form with contrasting sec ions in texture, style 
and ensity that re spaced out by time indications in seconds.  The A section is textural with the 
harpist’s hands playing improvisational notes that are indicated in th  score.  The inc asing and 
decreasing frequency of attacks create a murmuring, leaf-rustling sound in th  backgrou d while 
the ‘added notes’ depict birdsong.  The register of the first group  ‘added notes’ xpands from 
A3  to E-flat3 in he left hand and F5 to C6  in right hand, resulting in a gam t of 33 semitones (E-
flat3 to C6).  A three-s cond pause then follows.  The second group of pitches ontinues to 
expand to a gamut of 44 semitones (D3 to B -flat6).  The xtreme register mak s this group sound 
more d velopmental and irectional, which leads to the third g oup that is indicated as “more 
relaxed”.  There is also n pause between group 2 and group 3.  The third g oup concludes the A  
section w th a shorter indicated tim-frame, 11 seconds instead of 13 seconds, and is less 
extreme in dynamics and register.  Ov all, the series of three improvised chor s creates a 
pyramid-l ke shape of expansion. 
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Example 2.2. Beginning of the second movement, pyramid-like shape of expansion 
 After a twosecond pause, the B section enters with an entirely different texture and style.  
The light texture has non-repeating rhythmic figures and large ange with more pitch ma erial.  
The rhythms are carefully planned between duple and triple rhythm and be ween different 
durations of rests.  Although the figures require careful counting, he presentation of these pitch-
classes ounds improvised.  All these characteristics make the style somewhat Webern-like.  The 
sparseness also uggests a pointillistic approach.  The dynamic is marked pp throughout the 
section o keep it simple in style.  Because of infrequent and nexpected pauses and the complex 
rhythms within the note-groups, the lack of smoothness depicts the awkwardness and the 
unpredictable movements of a bird trying to walk. 
 The A ¹ returns b iefly with only the second group of notes.  This time there a  no added 
notes to be emphasized.  Th s movement is a clear xample of the basic form in this work.  A 
section and B section are vividly contrasted, while A-material comes b ck a he end for a sho t 
segment as a reminder, but witho  any development. 
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III.  “Spider” 
 
 
Example 2.3. Form of the third movement 
The ABA ¹ form of this movement is similar to hat of the secondmovement.  A section 
(mm. 1-28) has a steady flow of chords in quarter- oteswith e accompaniment of left ha d in 
glissandi.  The B  section (mm. 29 -42) is made of sixteenth-note ascending and escending 
figures in groups of our.   A  brief r minder of the A section comes back as the A ¹ (mm. 44-45). 
 In the A section, the a tecedent-consequent phrases are recognizable by the empty 
measure that follows immediately af r each p rase.  The first an ecedent phrase (a), from m . 
1-3, is a series of eighth-note chords played fortissimo.  The first consequent phrase (b), from 
mm. 5-15, is made up of a chain of right-hand chords in mostly descending motion supported by 
the left hand’s short glissandi.  Next, phrase ¹ comes back with e exact same repeat plus an 
additional measure.  Th consequent phrase b¹ is then shortened from ten measures in l ngth to 
eight measures with a light alteration on the direction of left-hand glissandi. 
 The four sixteenth-note figures i each and in B  together represent th eight legs of the 
spider.  The sixteenth- ote value vividly matches the speed of the busy pider l gs.  In this 
movement, the spider wobbles while climbing up (first phrase, mm. 29 -34); it wobbles again 
while climbing down (second phrase, mm. 35-38).  Finally, the spider escapes by quickly 
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climbing down from the wall to the floor (third phrase, mm. 39 -40).  The entire B section 
successfully captures the imagery of its tle, and it is one of the most obvious character 
movements (along with the second movement).    
 The A material briefly returns for twomeasures (mm. 44-45) without development.  It is 
an exact segment from end of the irst consequent phrase, mm. 13-14. Functionally, this addition 
can be looked at as a codetta. 
 
I.  “Queen of Air and Darkness” 
 
 
Example 2.4. Form of the first movement 
 This movement has a ore complex form compared to the previous two movements 
discussed.  It is basically a binary form; the return of A has mixed materials from section A and 
B.  Each section in this movement is stylistically constrained, with development ofsmall-scale
materials.  This development is a variation that grows out from the basic form of ovements II 
and III.   
 The A section has limited options for pitch-classes due to use of  synthetic scale (A, B-
flat, D, E-flat, G-flat and A).  There are two different textu s in this section.  The f rst on  is 
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made of wispy and unordered s t of pitches t at re contrapuntal between the out r voices.  They 
create a pyramid-like shape and have wedges that open and close.  The compound melodies 
found in the outer voices are mostly in contrary motion but sometimes in parallel motion as well.   
 
Example 2.5. Contrary motion in mm. 18-19 
The second texture is a seri s of running otesin ascending and escending phrases.  
This section is based on the expansion of the begi ning tw phrases.  For example, the fourth 
phrase (mm. 8-13) starts with the same contrary motion in the compound melodies and has an
additional measure t he end.  I  the last phrase of secti n A (mm. 34-39), one additional 
measure is placed at he beginning of the phrase and another one t he end of the phrase.   
The A section of this movement f atures irregular rests within long phrases that offer 
spontaneity d surprise to the listener.  Th durations of pau es after each piece of material is 
introduced are especially unexpected.  How ver, within the first two long phrases, there is a 
pattern of durations w th a slight change.  In the material introduced first (m. 1-5), the half rest 
provides four eighth-rests of silence.  The following material is a lone phrase that ends with a 
quarter-note.  Although there is no r st, the duration of the quarter note after he attack of he 
onset is of one ighth-note duration.  The ‘spinning’ pattern r turns followed by a dotted quarter-
rest (m. 7).  The first long phrase includes rests of our, one, and three eighth-notes.  In the next 
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long phrase, th  durations of rests is four, two, and three eigh -rests.  Instead of he one ighth 
note r st in he first large phrase, a quarter estapp ars after the running pattern in m. 15.  The 
odd rest durations and changing rest durations create a sense of ea ly entry of the next phrase, 
which is unexpected to th  lis ener. 
There is a transition between sections A and B which features completely material novel 
in this movement including simultaneous glissandi in parallel and contrary motion, and 
harmonics.  The former is us d again in the last movement; the latter material cannot be found 
anywhere els  in the entire work.   
The B section represents the mysterious dance of the “queen”.  There are th e gestures 
being utilized.  First is a cluste  of notes (short and rhythmic glissandi) being played by the 
harpist’s fingernails.  The tone resulting from the fingernail gliss ndi im tates a guitar ound, 
which reates a “Spanish” color.15   The other two gestures are glissandi and leaping intervals.  
The phrases r xtended each time for elaboration.  For instance, the passage from m . 59 -61 is 
a foundation for he rest of he B  section.  The phrase starts with leaping intervals and ends with 
glissandi.  The intervals in the following phrases r added more in length, peaking higher in 
register each ime; the glissandi always end the phrase.  
The return of the A section (mm. 82-85) and B section (mm. 86-97) contain excerpts of 
both sections including all the related material.  This return of ‘A ’ and ‘B ’ secti ns canal o be 
found in the last movement.   
 
 
                                                          
15 Stephen Chatman, personal interview, Vancouver, Feb 11, 2016. 
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IV.  “Angel’s Lament” 
 
 
Example 2.6. Form of the forth movement 
 This slow and intimate miniature has a ABA¹ form with a short codetta at he end. The 
A section (mm. 1-7) is embellished by adding more elaborate melody lines in the middle an  
upper registers with a rolled chord finishing each p rase.  The first phrase starts with wo simple 
dotted quarter-notes.  Next, there a  the same rhythmic figures but with grace notes before each 
note and preceded by an a ded quarter-note.  The most complex phrase i the last phrase of the A  
section, which starts with  group of triplet notes, dotted quarters, wo eighth-notes with grace 
notes for decoration, nd a group of triplet notes. 
 The B section is distinguished by it exture, new ideas and unmeasured freedom.  The 
direction is controlled by a descending sequence that outlines B-flat, G-sharp, E-flat, C and A 
three times from the high to low registers.  The rapid five-note arpeggios covers the harp’s range 
and serve as a contrast to the more narrow range of the A section.  At the end of the sequence, 
the tempo slows to finish the first idea.  Next, a dramatic glissando marks the climax of the 
movement, mphasized by ts dynamic (fortissimo).   It is followed by d clamatory bisbigliando 
that plays on enharmonics between D - harp and E-flat.  
 For the first time in the work, a verbatim return of the entire section of A makes this 
movement more conclusive.  Surprisingly, in the very last measure,  rapid a d flourished 
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codetta is added to the end that is unrelated to th  preceding music.  The return of A and the 
codetta makes this movement unique, and it for shadows the following movement which will 
complete the work with a similar formal device. 
 
V.  “Sabrina’s Dance” 
 
 
Example 2.7. Form of the fifth movement 
 Chatman makes use of several techniques inhis movement to make it a final statement 
of the work.  The A and B sections contain single ideas which are mp r than the most of the 
previous m vements.  Each section lso bears similarity to the first movement in terms of 
technique.  The whole A section returns, and B returns shortened, and followed by a transition 
with glissandi.  For the first time in this work, a coda conclu es the piece synthesizing musical 
ideas from the previous two sections.  In the coda, the musical ideas from the A and B sections 
are not only restated, bu  are lso developed and then departed from.   
 The A section (mm. 1-17) contains energetic, fast, and loud altern ting dyads between the 
two hands.  The top notes of each hand create compound melodies just likethe A section in the
first movement.  Instead of the phrase ending wi  arpeggio flourishes, a glissando eparates the 
phrases.  The first phrase (mm. 1-2) and theird phrase (mm. 6-7) are the same, while the 
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second phrase (mm. 3-5) is longer, with an extra measure.  This creates an a-b-a phrase s ructure 
in the beginning of the A section.   
 The “coyly” B section (mm. 18 -41) is a duple-feel dance that issupposed to b  march-
like.16  The ornamentation, syncopation and registral co trasts are the primary features of this 
section.  In the beginning, the pattern is o amentation, short left-ha d glissandi, right-hand 
triads and low left-hand chords.  The rhythmic figure on the attacks is two eighth-notes, quarter-
note, half note.  This pattern r peats three times beforeit undergoes transformation just like in 
the beginning of the A  section whe the section really starts to develop after h ee phrases.  
Following that, the leaping intervals provide continuity by increasing the frequency of attacks.  
The climax comes when the high register is being explored f om m . 30-32 with rolled chords. 
Chatman repeats the beginning two phrases in ction B  at he end to conclude the section, which 
makes it in a-b-a¹ structure again.  
 From mm. 42 –58  is a verbatim return of the A section, much the same as in the fourth 
movement.  Four measures of condensed material from B  follow.  Interestingly, the antiphonal 
glissando p ssage acts a a transition, just as t had in m.40 of the first movement.  These are the 
only two movements i the collection that have such a transition, and hey relate closely to ne 
another.   
 The extended and hypnotizing coda17 (mm. 64-106) transports the listener to a other 
world as the piece concludes.  Th coda synthesizes materials from the A  and B  sections.  The 
right hand ostinato, which is derived from the first four intervals of mea ure 3 in the A  s ction 
lasts for 32 measures.  Meanwhile, the left hand plays flourish-figures that show more hythmic 
                                                          
16 Stephen Chatman, personal interview, Vancouver, Feb 11, 2016. 
17 Ibid. 
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and melodic variety.   The three musical ideas from section B — shortglissandi, chords in the 
low register (A-flat, A -sharp and E-flat) nd leaping intervals are elaborated on nd altered in the 
coda.  There is contrast between he register u ed by each hand.   The left hand uses a wide
range, while right hand is limited to he ostinato.  Gradually the eft hand’s frequency of attacks 
decreases; each idea is further spaced from the last.  Little by ittle, the music fad s away al 
niente.  This unique coda serves as a conclusion to the entire work and sets up another contrast, 
when compared with e short and sudden endings of previous f r movements.  
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Chapter 3:  Theseus by Murray Schafer 
 
 
 
Figure 3.1.  Murray Schafer (born 1933) 
 
Murray Schafer (born 1933-) was born in Sarnia, Ontario and raised in Toronto.  Not 
only is he one of the leading Canadian composers in the country today, he is also known as an 
environmentalist, educator, visual artist and scholar.   
At first, Murray Schafer wanted to be a painter.1  This goal was discouraged by the 
school’s guidance counselor in Toronto, where he grew up.  Schafer had conventional piano 
lessons and singing training at a boy’s choir at a young age, but he did not consider writing 
music until age 18.  He studied music theory with John Weinzweig.  He pursued his musical 
training at the Royal Conservatory of Music then later University of Toronto under again, John 
                                                          
1 Betty Nygaard King, Kirk Mackenzie, and Alan M. Gillmor, “Murray Schafer,” April 3, 2015, The Canadian 
Encyclopedia, http://www.thecanadianencyclopedia.ca/en/article/r-murray-schafer-emc/ (access d June 30, 2015). 
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Weinzweig.  Under Weinzweig’s direction, Schafer wrote some works in a neo-classical style 
including Concerto for Harpsichordand Eig t Wind Instruments and the Sonatina for Flute and 
Harpsichord (or Piano). Schafer was a rebellious student in the eyes of many faculty members in 
the university.  Arnold Walter, the director of the Music Faculty, demanded Schafer write several 
apologies to certain instructors.  His refusal led to a dismissal from the university. 
He became the artist in residence at Memorial University in Newfoundland.  At the time, 
Schafer was refused by Walter to access the electronic music studio of Toronto University, 
where excellent new electronic equipment was available.  Nevertheless, after a few years, Walter 
invited Schafer back to lecture and supported him in some grant applications.   
In 1956, Schafer decided to study at the Vienna Academy.  To his surprise, he could not 
find strong traces of Schoenberg’s, Berg’s and Webern’s influences there.  Only the Viennese 
traditional composers from Mozart to Bruckner and Strauss were performed and studied.  After 
two years in Vienna, he moved to London to study with Peter Racine Fricker.  He also married a 
mezzo-soprano, Phyllis Mailing.   
After spending six years in Europe, Schafer returned to Toronto.  He directed the Ten 
Centuries Concerts, a successful series that featured obscure repertoire from neglected time 
periods.  He then accepted an invitation to teach at Simon Fraser University.  With the support of 
UNESCO and the Donner Canadian Foundation, he was able to set up the World Soundscape 
Project, a study of the combinations of acoustic, geography, psychology, urbanology and 
aesthetics in a new relationship to people and their environment.   
After the focus of the soundscape work in 1970s, in the 1980s Shafer turned to Patria, a 
12-part cycle of musical/theatrical works.  He connected different aspects of arts in a 
performance, including drama, theatre and music all together in the manner of “theatre of 
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confluence.”  This exploration of the relationships between the arts forces the theatre audiences 
into participants, and they are able to be involved more in the performance. 
 Schafer received the Canadian Music Council’s first Composer of the Year award in 
1977, the first Jules Léger Prize for New Chamber Music in 1977, the Prix International Arthur-
Honegger in 1980, the Banff CA National Award in the Arts in 1985, and in 1987 he became the 
first recipient of the $50,000 triennial Glenn Gould Award.  He also received honorary 
doctorates from several universities in Canada, France and Argentina.   
 
Soundscape 
 Schafer has always been aware of the technological sounds that can damage urban people 
every day.  Some examples of his publications on this issue are The Book of Noise2, The Music of 
the Environment
3
 and The Tuning of the World.4  The concept of soundscape became the centre 
of his artistic thinking, and he incorporated these soundscape ideas into his music. As he once 
said, “When you can listen to the music of the environment, then you can listen to any form of 
music.”5  For instance, the rhythmic structure in the background of his String Quartet No.2 
named Waves6 is calculated by the intervals in which ocean waves crest.  In addition, the graphic 
notation in the opening of No Longer Than Ten (10) Minutes7  is based on the chart mode of 
Vancouver’s traffic noise. 
 
 
                                                          
2 Murray Schafer, The Book of Noise (Ontario: Arcana Editions, 1998).
3 Murray Schafer, The Music of the Environment (Vienna: Universal Edition, 1973). 
4
 Murray Schafer, The Tuning of the World (New York: Knopf, 1977). 
5
 Michael L. Vincent, “Music in the Cold: The Remarkable R. Murray Schafer,” La Scena Musicale 19, No. 3 
(November 2013):18-19. 
6 Murray Schafer, String quartet no. 2: Waves (Ontario: Arcana Editions, 1977). 
7  Murray Schafer, No Longer Than Ten (10) Minutes, (Ontario:  Arcana Editions, 1972). 
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The Patria Cycle 
 
“My idea was that two principal characters, a man and a woman, would engage in a search for 
one another through a labyrinth of different cultures and social twistings almost as if they 
represented the split halves of the same being…They might return with various guises and 
different names but the quest for unity and the homeland they were seeking would always be the 
same.”8 
 
 Beside his soundscape projects, Schafer also worked on Patria, a 12-part cycle of 
musical/theatrical works begun in 1966.  The title, Patria, is derived from a Latin term meaning 
“homeland.”9  In the process of developing this masterwork, he has come up with three particular 
ways to elaborate his original “theatre of confluence” idea.  First, the ritual elements have been 
elaborated.  Second, he has created various ways for the audiences to interact with the 
performers during the performances.  Last, the time and place of the presentation have been 
carefully thought of and planned; the natural elements of surroundings are an important aspect of 
the presentation.10  Most of the works have unusual performance settings, a  one of Schafer’s 
interests is to seek unconventional venues.   
Some of the notable examples include the Prologue – The Princess of the Stars in which 
the characters are placed in canoes on the water, with the orchestra and chorus placed around the 
shoreline hidden to the audience.  The premiere was on Heart Lake, Ontario, 1986.  Patria 3 – 
The Greatest Show uses an actual village fair or carnival.  The premiere took place at the 
Peterborough Festival of the Arts at Peterborough’s Crary Park with a ten night run.  InPatria 
4 – The Black Theatre, the show needed an abandoned factory, underground mine or similar 
setting.  The production was premiered at the Festival de Liège, Belgium. Finally, in 
                                                          
8
 Murray Schafer, Patria and the Theatre of Confluence (Ontario: Arcana Editions, 1991), 5. 
9
Kirk Loren MacKenzie,  “A twentieth-century musical/theatrical cycle: R. Murray Schafer's Patri ” (MMus thesis, 
University of Cincinnati, 1999), 1. 
10
 Stephen Adams, “Murray Schafer’s Patria: The Greatest Show on Earth?” Journal of Canadian Studies 23, No.1 
(spring 1988): 202. 
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Conclusion – And Wolf Shall Inherit the Moon the work requires the outdoors in a wilderness 
setting.  Patria 1 and 2 take the performances indoors, but require unorthodox stage settings.
 
 
The Princess of the Stars: The Prologue 
“Without man the world was born and without him it will end”11 
 
Figure 3.2. The Dawn Birds, Horned Enemy and the Sun on the Canoes 
The Princess of the Stars from heaven falls into the Earth after hearing Wolf’s cry.  Wolf 
is frightened at first and wounds her.   She then is captured by the three-horned Enemy and taken 
to the bottom of the lake.  The Dawn Birds help Wolf to search for the Princess and begin a 
journey that involves attending to different places and encountering different people.  During the 
production, the Horned Enemy and the Sun are represented by giant puppet st uctures a d the 
Dawn Birds are winged dancers.  All of them are in canoes.12 
                                                          
11 Schafer, Patria and the Theatre of Confluence, 13. 
12 Diana Smith and Jerrard Smith, “The Patri  Design Project,” May 2006, 
http://www.patria.org/pdp/ORDER/OVERVIEW.HTM#hermes (accessed Marc  12, 2016). 
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The CBC Radio’s 1997 recording of The Princess of the Stars won the Bronze Medal at 
the 1999 International Festival of New York for Best Sound Recording and was honoured at 
the 2000 Prix Italia Broadcasting Competition. 
 
Patria 1: Wolfman (originally The Characteristics Man) 
"Right from the beginning it was weird"
13
 
The story reflects on an alienated immigrant who is the character Wolf from previous 
Patria.  He (D.P.) arrives in a new country without knowing either the language or the social 
customs. The story contains a mix of tragic and comic episodes that show D.P.’s conflict in the 
new environment, which eventually leads to mental breakdown and suicide.  Some plots are 
meant to be shocking and disturbing.  The following Patria 2: Requiems for the Party Girl is the 
companion piece to this Patria.  Both Patrias were presented in conventional theatres.  The 
premiere of Patria 1 was produced by the Canadian Opera Company at The Shaw Festival in 
1987. 
 
Patria 2: Requiems for the Party Girl 
"In Patria 2, we encounter the aberrational time of dreams or of the mental patient's mind; at 
times it stands still like dough in a bowl; at other times everything erupts and history is made in 
milliseconds. I wanted to create a work like a dream, no up or down, before or after, beginning 
or end, but only flow, musical flow, the flow of noises, of voices, near, distant, unintelligible."
14 
 
Requiems for the Party Girl implies the Princess of the Stars transforming the early form 
of Ariadne into a modern setting.  In this production, Ariadne is a mental patient with suicidal 
thoughts.   Her ens  of helpless and alienation is illustrated by a pre-recorded tape with content 
                                                          
13 Schafer, Patria and the Theatre of Confluence , 25. 
14 Ibid., 47. 
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that is being spoken in various languages.  The orchestra members are dressed up as the inmates 
of the asylum and are part of the act.  The premiere took place in Ontario during the Stratford 
Festival in 1972.15 
 
Patria 3: The Greatest Show 
The setting for this show is a town fair or carnival.  The Hero (Wolf, D.P.) and Heroine 
(Ariadne) perform on the Odditorium (the main stage).  The Black and White Magicians make 
the H ro disappear and cut the Heroine into pieces.  During the performance the audience is 
encouraged to walk around as in a fair.  There are games, tents, displays, and tickets to win a 
game by providing right answer to the questions.  The random setup is actually carefully plan ed, 
and the audience eventually understands that this randomness all contributes to the reunion of the 
Hero and Heroine at the end.  The production was first presented as a workshop in 1987 and then 
a full production was mounted in 1988 at the Pe rborough Festival of the Arts in Ontario by 
Patria Music/Theatre Projects.16 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                          
15 Diana Smith and Jerrard Smith, “The Patria Design Project,” May 2006,  
http://www.patria.org/pdp/ORDER/OVERVIEW.HTM#hermes (accessed Marc  12, 2016). 
16 Ibid. 
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Patria 4: The Black Theatre of Hermes Trismegistos 
 
Figure 3.3. Production in Toronto, 1992 
“True, without error, certain and most true: that which is above is as that which is below, and 
that which is below is as that which is above, to perform the miracles of the One Thing.”17 
 
 Originally, Schafer wanted this production to happen in an abandoned mine; however, 
searching for a suitable place for performance was a challenge.  The first production (1989) took 
place in Liège, Belgium, in an abandoned winter circus building.  The second production was 
named The Alchemical Theatre of Hermes Trismegistos and was returned to the Main Hall of 
                                                          
17“The Emerald Tablet of Hermes Trismegistos,”  http://hermetic.com/texts/emerald.html (acc ssed Ma ch 12, 2016). 
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Union Station, Toronto.  The performance started after the last train left (abandoned) as the 
indication for the time of the performance should be midnight.18 
 
Patria 5: The Crown of Ariadne 
"The dancing floor could be raked up to the palace so that the open spaces of various depths and 
configurations beneath would also serve as resonators for the dancers' footsteps, or at any rate 
for objects forcefully struck on the surface, each area resonating differently according to the 
depth and size of the cavity beneath it... ...I have given the male chorus poles to strike on the 
floor with the intention of utilizing this feature, and various dancers could also have poles, for 
instance in the Dance of the Double Axe. For this idea to be truly effective the labyrinth would 
have to be constructed along 'musical' lines. Each chamber or tunnel would have its distinct 
Eigenton and the various zones of the stage above could be played almost like a giant 
marimba.”19 
  
The music Theseus is a component of the Patria 5 - The Crown of Ariadne.  First, a 
workshop was hosted in Toronto in 1990 on the production, and later in 1992, a concert 
presentation was given at Jane Mallett Th atre.  Ideally, Schafer would like to stage the 
production on a beach, lasting from sundown to dark20with dancers, a Minoan p lace and a full-
sized labyrinth.  In addition, the complete production involves six actors, four dancers, six child 
mimes (boys), various extras (all dancers), eight men's chorus, eight women's chorus, orchestra 
(20 winds, 6 strings, harp, accordion, 4 percussion).  However, by just having the concert version 
of the Patria, the music critic who reviewed the concert said, “Even without movement, this 
concert version was intensively theatrical…Schafer is a tenacious man.”21  The music is 
                                                          
18 Diana Smith and Jerrard Smith, “The Patri  Design Project,” May 2006,  
http://www.patria.org/pdp/ORDER/OVERVIEW.HTM#hermes (accessed Marc  12, 2016). 
19
 Schafer, Patria and the Theatre of Confluence , 66. 
20 Stephen Adams, “Murray Schafer’s Patria: The Greatest Show on Earth?” Journal of Canadian Studies 23, No.1 
(spring 1988): 202. 
21 Robert Everett-Gre n, “Schafer’s Myth Told with Gut-Level Intensity,” The Globe and Mail, 4 March 1992, 
Wednesday. 
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colourful with unusual instruments, such as didgeridoo22 and ankle bells, n  hectic, lurid and 
overheated with “gut-level intensity.”23  The Canadian harpist Judy Loman24 premiered Theseus 
with the Orford String Quartet in Toronto.   
Theseus 
Theseus is written for string quartet and harp.  The work describes an excerpt from Greek 
Mythology.  Theseus was the king of Athens.  Before he was crowned, he volunteered to kill the 
Minotaur25 in the Labyrinth26, who had asked King Minos to sacrifice seven Athenian boys and 
seven Athenian girls.  On his arrival in Crete, King Minos’ daughter, Ariadne, fell in love with 
Theseus.  She gave him a ball of golden thread that he could unwind behind himself as he 
entered the Labyrinth and later could follow the thread on the way out.  Theseus had a great fight 
with the beast and at the end overpowered the beast with his great strength.  He finally stabbed 
Minosaur in the throat with his sword and ended the horror of this Athenian ritual. 
 
Patria 6: RA 
“You are not permitted to look directly at Ra, but you may touch the sun with your face”27  
                                                          
22 The didgeridoo is a wind instrument developed by Indigenous Australians of northern Australia potentially within 
the last 1,500 years and still in widespread use today both in Australia and around the world. 
23
 Robert Everett-Gre n, “Schafer’s Myth Told with Gut-Level Intensity,” The Globe and Mail, 4 March 1992, 
Wednesday. 
24 Judy Loman was the principle harpist of the Toronto Symphony Orchestra from 1959-2002. 
25 The Minotaur was a half-bull and half-man monster in Greek Mythology. 
26 The Labyrinth was a complex maze that was escape-proof. 
27
 Schafer, Patria and the Theatre of Confluence, 71. 
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Figure 3.4. Picture of Ra, Toronto 1983 
This opera/theatre production takes place from evening to morning, with the hope that the 
audience could experience exactly the time when the sun god of ancient Egypt Ra dies in the 
evening and then goes through a journey in the underworld to be transformed and reborn in the 
morning.   
The audience participates greatly in this eleven-hour productio .  They are the priests of 
the god Ra, wearing a robe, headdress and an amulet and given one of the seventy-five n es of 
the sun god.  They are instructed to recognize different scents associated with each god that they 
will encounter.  They learn chant to overcome the great serpent Apophis together.  It is their 
journey, and together at dawn they are reborn at the same time with g d R .
The idea of engaging the audience to go through the same experience as the character on 
the stage makes finding a suitable performance venue more challenging.  Schafer stated, 
“"Finding venues for Patria works is never easy and finding a site for Ra was especially difficult, 
since the action was to be itinerant and called for twenty-five to thirty locales, both indoors and 
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outdoors.”28  Ju t like other Patria productions, P tria 6 requires compromises to the physical 
attributes of the theatre.  However, the achievement was that both the creative artists and the 
audience experienced a profound journey in the night and experienced the transformation of the 
soul at sun break.29 
 
 
 
 
 
Patria 7: Asterion 
 
 
Figure 3.5. Entrance of the Labyrinth in Ontario 
  
                                                          
28
 Schafer, Patria and the Theatre of Confluence, 74. 
29
 Diana Smith and Jerrard Smith, “The Patria Design Project,” May 2006,  
http://www.patria.org/pdp/ORDER/OVERVIEW.HTM#hermes (accessed Marc  12, 2016). 
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This production has the audience meet the Minotaur in the heart of the Labyrinth.  It is an 
experience for the audience to be the main character.  The production has not yet been performed, 
but in Ontario the project had a head start by making Labyrinth on a rural property.  In 2013, 
they already had more than enough participants registered to experience the Labyrinth.   
  
 
Patria 8: The Palace of the Cinnabar Phoenix 
 
Figure 3.6. Placing life-size puppets on stage 
 
 This music drama takes place in ancient China’s Tang Dynasty (618 – 907 CE).  The 
Cinnabar Phoenix is sent by God as a mystical bird to live in a palace in order to maintain the 
harmony and the peace.  The Warring States try to capture it, and the bird vanishes together with
the palace.  Instead, a Lake of Dragon replaces the palace.  Each year the emperor Wei Lu 
returns to the site to mourn for the sacred bird and the palace, as they created an era of harmony.  
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At the end, a Blue Man arrives to perform an Alchemical experiment that brings ba k the 
Cinnabar Phoenix and its palace. 
 The performance takes place on and around a small lake with life-size puppets at sunset 
and after dark in a summer evening.30
 In addition, the premiere of this masterwork, in which the main plot was “searching for 
the lost peace and harmony,” took place at a secluded private lake in Ontario, Sept 13, 2011, two 
days after the tragic 9/11 attack in New York.  A review described the work as “the generous 
balm to a wounded spirit that we all so deeply needed.”31 
 
Patria 9: The Enchanted Forest 
 The audience, once again as participants, meets a group of children at sunset outside of a 
forest.  Together they lament the loss of their companion Ariadne.  Then, they are led to the 
forest and learn that a villain s transformed Ariadne to a birth tree in order to lure Wolf.  
Finally Earth Mother arrives with a promise that she will protect trees and the animals in the 
forest from danger.  In the enchanted forest, the audience follows children’s lead to return back 
to the real world, and their experience in the forest was almost like a dream in their own 
childhood. 
 
 
 
 
                                                          
30
 Diana Smith and Jerrard Smith, “The Patria Design Project,” May 2006,  
http://www.patria.org/pdp/ORDER/OVERVIEW.HTM#hermes (accessed Marc  12, 2016). 
31
 John Baker, “The Palace of the Cinnabar Phoenix: A Scene from the World Premiere of R. Murray Schafer's 
Opera.” Opera Canada 42, no.4 (winter 2001): 24. 
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Patria 10: The Spirit Garden 
 
Figure 3.7. The Spirit Garden, Winnipeg, 2001 
The Spirit Garden celebrates the cycle of planting and harvesting.32  There are two parts 
to this work that involves the audience performing a spiritual planting of a real garden and later 
on harvesting. 
 The garden is prepared in advance by gardeners, and the audience enters to plant seed 
after the final preparation of the soil.  Then they sing and do a ritual dance.  Throughout the 
summer, the participants can attend the Spirit Garden to observe the growth of the plants.  The 
harvest section takes place close to or on Halloween night.   They do a ritual dance after 
harvesting and hand the garden respectfully to winter.  The audience proceeds to an indoor feast 
at which the food is from the Spirit Garden. 
 
 
 
                                                          
32
 Diana Smith and Jerrard Smith, “The Patria Design Project,” May 2006,  
http://www.patria.org/pdp/ORDER/OVERVIEW.HTM#hermes (accessed Marc  12, 2016). 
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Patria Epilogue: And Wolf Shall Inherit the Moon 
 The Epilogue summarizes different themes from this cycl  to contribute the reunion of 
Princess to the Stars and Wolf through the form of an elaborate ritual performance in the 
wilderness that lasts 8 days and takes place in Haliburton Forest and Wildlife Reserve in Ontario 
annually.  The same group returns to camp every year in the same place, separated from each 
other by a large distance, and learns their clan rituals throughout the week.  On the last day, they 
perform a ritual and reunite the Princess and Wolf.33  The membe s ar  self-financ d, and they 
return every August. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                          
33
 Diana Smith and Jerrard Smith, “The Patria Design Project,” May 2006,  
http://www.patria.org/pdp/ORDER/OVERVIEW.HTM#hermes (accessed March 12, 2016). 
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Analysis 
 
Thesus is in one continuous movement and i di id d up into alphabetical order from 
rehearsal letter A to Z with different A and B sections attached at the end.34  Rehe rsal K, L and 
Q are missing on the score.  Each rehearsal letter separates from one to another with diff rent 
texture, dynamics, density, registral range, musical motives, attacks, and rhythm.  The purpose of 
each letter can be to introduce new material or theme, to make continuous linkage to the next 
letter or to create the climax to the piece.  This piece can be further categorized into three main 
parts A-B-C:  Part A from rehearsal letter A-F, part B from G-O, and then lastly part C from P-B.  
Part A, overall, stays in a softer dynamic and focuses more on the layers of colorings created by 
different combinations of instruments and special use of modern techniques in order to establish 
the mysterious atmosphere of the labyrinth.  Part B mphasizes a d amatic buildup to the climax 
with dynamics, attacks, tempo, density, timbre range of pitches and sonorities.  Part C introduces 
new and several old materials and plays around the complexity of the rhythm in a more relaxing 
flow.  Programmatically, the three parts can be described as entering the labyrinth, fighting with 
the Minotaur and finding the way out with Ariadne’s thread. 
 
First Part:  Entering the Labyrinth 
 The piece starts with an introduction that requires the string quartet to play long sustained 
notes and do slow ½ glissando down a semitone or whole tone at different timings.   Thus, there 
                                                          
34 Robin Elliott, Program notes to Murray Schafer, The crown of Ariadne; Theseus; Quintette by Pierick Houdy; The 
Moon in the Labyrinth by Raymond Luedeke; Judy Loman, harp; Orford String Quartet, Centrediscs CMC-CD 4192, 
CD, 1992. 
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are some notes that are sustained while some notes are being slide down.  This creates 
microtonal inflections within the intervals.35  Therefore, right away, the listeners can perceive the 
usual tonal language of the music.  Then the passage is followed by a harp solo that ends with F-
flat.   
Rehearsal letter A starts with exactly the same string passage in introduction, only that it 
is a semitone lower.  When the indication says pressing on and becoming very intense, the 
passage elaborates more than the introduction with growing density.  The harp solo comes out 
again with exact same beginning, but it also extends like the string passage.  The solo ends with 
G4 -G5 -D5 -C5, which has an intervallic relationship of +12, -5, -2.  This for shadows Ariadne’s 
theme at the end, which happens throughout the third section of the piece.   
                         
Example 3.1.  Schafer, Theseus, intro.           Example 3.2. Ending of rehearsal B  
 
Special sound effects are introduced in the coming section.  The performers ar  t  be 
asked to play mysteriously, tentatively and dreamily with the violins playing harmonics and harp 
and viola together play short, fast running notes up and down simultaneously using special 
effects:  poco sul ponticello36 on vi la and près de la table37  on harp. This sound effect adds a 
little surprise to the previous calm atmosphere and represents unpredictable incoming events in 
                                                          
35
 Robin Elliott, Program notes to Murray Schafer, The crown of Ariadne; Theseus; Quintette by Pierick Houdy; The 
Moon in the Labyrinth by Raymond Luedeke; Judy Loman, harp; Orford String Quartet, Centrediscs CMC-CD 4192, 
CD, 1992. 
36
 Closed to the bridge. 
37
 Closed to the soundboard.  
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the story.  Then the harp plays soft glissando with violins’ harmonics.  This combinations 
alternate a few times within a limited sound range; the poco sul ponticello and  près de la table 
passage only stays from B3 to C5, while the violins’ harmonics stays from B6 –  C8. 
The function of the rehearsal B is similar to the last part of rehearsal A.  That is, to create 
the mysterious atmosphere of the labyrinth.  Rehearsal B starts with the violins continue to play 
harmonics, while the harpist sweep his/her three fingers lightly on the wire strings to create a 
rolling surfing effect.  After 11 times of sweeping, the harp plays running passages in 
acceleration and crescendo, from C4-Csharp 6, that leads to the next section. 
The rest of the first part, which is from rehearsal C to F, provides a long journey to build 
up intensity towards the second part of the piece by dynamics, sound quality, tempo and use of 
extreme registers.  In rehearsal C, the strings play the repeated chord with exaggerated 
crescendos and diminuendos that provide anxious feelings to the listeners for the first time in this 
piece.  The harp plays running passages nd catches the strings’ crescendo with loud, muted 
strings and prés de la table soun  th  creates a metallic tone quality.  At the end of C, the harp 
plays an arpeggio and expends the sound range from B1-B6 and leads to rehearsal D. 
Rehearsal letter D is marked rapidly flowing with a faster tempo.  The violins and viola 
alternate with running passages while the harp plays harmonics at the onset of each passage.  
Then, harp part becomes more improvised, while the regular alternation in strings has no limit on 
the number of the repetition.  Before rehearsal E, the harp reaches to the lowest note that appears 
so far in this piece, F1.  It sets up the intensity for the coming events.  This low F appears again 
soon in the beginning of the E section on the first fermata, which is the peak of the contour of the 
first phrase. 
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Rehearsal E starts off with the harpist uses his/her nail playing the low notes, and the 
string quartet plays a passage that involves moving up and down a semitone in the same direction 
within the 4 instruments.  This is the first time that all 4 instruments play simultaneously together, 
and also the first time where ff is indicated.  This memorable segment will appear several times 
later in the piece.  Then, a passionate rhapsody between first violin and the harp enters.  Both of 
the instruments perform in wide registral range achieved by large leaps in violin and arpeggio in 
harp.  The register expends from C-flat1 to C7 in harp. The harp ends this section with a left 
palm striking the strings.  The whole section shows more intensity than the previous sections. 
There is a sudden change in character in F section.  The harp part is independent from the 
string part.  The tempo for string is a quartet note equals to 84, and the tempo for harp is an 
eighth note equals to 240.  Not only the tempo, but the harp part is marked staccato while the 
string is marked smooth and lyrical.  There is also a stronger sense of pulse in this section.  The 
beginning of the string part and harp part are one of the returned themes that will be used in 
different ways later on.  After the staccato in the harp part, the writing suddenly changes to a 
freer style with timing in seconds on the score to approximately line up the strings and the harp.  
The harp finishes with the opening theme of this section with a fermata at the end. 
As a result, the first part slowly leads the listeners toward to next part of the piece.  It 
contains flowing musical gestures such as the fast running passage in rehearsal A, C and D and 
special timbre such as the poco sul ponticello, près de la table in rehearsal A, harp’s surf ng and 
sweeping effect in rehearsal B and th  plectric sound in rehearsal E.  Rehearsal letter A and B 
stays in a softer dynamic range, and from rehearsal C to E is a sustained cr scendo in general.  
Rehearsal letter F introduces a new material that will be recycled later on, and it distinguishes the 
end of part I with a silence. 
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Second Part:  Fighting with the Minotaur 
 The second part to the piece is an intensive long section until the arrival of the climax.  
According to Leonard Meyer's in hisStyle and Music: Theory, History, and Ideology38, the 
statistical or amount parameters are as important as the syntactical or hierarchical musical 
parameters.  For instance, the dynamic levels, rates of activities and sonorities are measured in 
quantity.  These are called secondary parameters.  The secondary parameter greatly contributes 
the growth of the intensity in the second part of this piece.  The following analysis will be 
focused on how each rehearsal directs the listeners to the climax that happens in rehearsal N. 
In rehearsal letter G, the rhythm is fairly free without a strong sense of pulse.  Despite 
that, the indications are slowly and with gathering passion.  The violins play ½ glissandi again 
and then slide the intervals to a semitone higher with an extreme crescendo from p  f.  Then, a 
faster tempo approaches to a quarter note equals 72.  The violins follow one after another playing 
a group of chromatic notes that are derived from the beginning of rehearsal F.   
 
Example 3.3. Rehearsal F 
 
 
 
                                                          
38 Leonard Meyer, Style and Music: Theory, History, and Ideology (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 
1989), 14-16. 
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Example 3.4. Rehearsal G 
Before going to rehearsal letter H, the harpist uses his/her nail to pluck the notes loudly and the 
strings play an accented semitone down immediately after the each harp note. 
 In rehearsal H, the intensity is created by three main elements:  rhythmic accelerando, 
registral expansion and transposition.  As for the first element, the rhythmic accelerando, the 
beginning of rehearsal H is the first time when the 5 players in the ensemble play together 
simultaneously and forcefully with same material, A minor chord.  After the first 4 chords, the 
second violin and viola play the chord offbeat for 4 times.  Then, the harp continues to play on 
the down beat while the second violin and viola play the offbeat.  During the second phrase, the 
second violin and the viola play on beat with the harp but also repeated the chord again in a 32nd 
note value.  The rhythmic accelerando in this section starts from the beginning of rehearsal H for 
every eight note to 32nd note value in the first phrase; moreover, the attacks are still 32nd note 
value in the second phrase but the downbeats are played with 3 instruments instead of one.  At 
the same time, the first violin and cello play the melody in octave apart with vibrato ranges as 
large as minor 3rd.   
The harp then expend the registers to continue to build up into the second phrase using 
glissandi on both hands to an outward direction in order the create intensity. 
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Example 3.5. Rehearsal H 
 
The melody in the second phrase is also being intensified by a transposition of T4.  
Together with the expansion on the harp part, the whole registral range from the lowest note to 
the highest note has now changed from A3 - D-flat7 to B-flat2 – F7 .  At he same time, the 
accompanied chord that is played by harp, second violin and viola is now a B-flat minor chord.  
Hence, the chord in the second phrase is T1 of the chord in the first phrase, and the melody in the 
second system is a T4 of the first system, with a slightly different ending.  The transposition also 
contribute to the intensity in this rehearsal. 
 
Example 3.6. Rehearsal H, first system                               
 
 
 
Example 3.7. Rehearsal H, second system 
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Rehearsal letter I provides continuity by progressively raising the register both string and 
harp parts.  At first, the harp makes metallic sound by putting the E pedal between flat position 
and natural position.  One of the tuning pins on the harp thus will hit all the E strings while they 
vibrate.  As a result, the pitch E will be produced together with a loud buzz.  The strings at the 
same time play chromatic passage around E-flat, and then an ascending passage from E4 to E5.  
After this, the gap in time before the strings play the next chromatic group is filled by harp’s 
glissandi with E being on the top.  Next, the strings play the same chromatic passage again 
around E-flat, and this time the ascending passage arrives to F-sharp5.  This combination of a 
chromatic passage followed by an ascending passage is shortened by 5 eight note value in the 
next group.  After that, only the ascending passage repeats on its own twice.  The shortening 
provides a clearer direction and more excitement into the next rehearsal letter.  In addition, the 
top notes of each ascending passage in order are E5, F-sharp5, A5, D6 and F6, and the top notes 
of each harp glissando are E5, F-flat5 (enharmonic to E), G-flat5 and G5.  The rising of the 
arrival points of both strings and harp also contribute to the intensity in this section of the 
passage. 
 In the beginning of rehearsal J, the strings continue the same idea as in rehearsal I with 
the homophonic chromatic passages; only this time they sound even more dramatic and heavier 
because each instrument plays in third or sixth.  The harp fills in the gap between each string 
passage by rapid arpeggios up and down that cover the most resonant register of the harp.  This 
antiphonal statement and response continue for 6 times.  The arrival points for the chromatic 
passages move up from D5, E5 to F-sharp5.  The last passage goes up chromatically from G5, A-
flat, A to B-flat, and then a registral shift to B4.  The next part of the section is a shift in tempo, 
register and rhythm.  The tempo gets picked up here at quartet note equals to 84.  The register is 
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back to B4, and the rhythm suddenly changes from duple to triplet with the harp emphasizes the 
down beat with heavy chords.  This goes on for 3 measures, and suddenly the strings play the 
triplets an octave higher with sul pontic llo.  The strings repeat this pattern unt l reh arsal M.  
Under the repetition of the strings, the harp plays a passage that is made of D, F-sharp, G and B-
flat.  These 4 pitches are played without an organized pattern that makes the passage sound 
improvised.   The repetition is a long crescendo that carries through the next rehearsal letter.  The 
whole crescendo is from pp to f, and entering to rehearsal M is not even halfway of the crescendo, 
which at that point marked p. Th s shows that from end of rehearsal J to end of rehearsal M is 
building up the climax by an extended crescendo. 
 In rehearsal letter M, the violins continue previous pattern, and the viola and the cello 
changes to 16th note derived from rehearsal E.   
 
 
Example 3.8. Beginning of rehearsal E 
 
 
 
Example 3.9. Beginning of rehearsal H 
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The harp plays octaves that provide the bass inthis passage. T switching back and 
forth between duple and triple meters create a conflict and complexity in rhythm; thus create 
nervousness and an unsettle feeling to the listeners.  This goes on for 4 measures, and then the 
violins change to double stops.  One violin does glissando up a semitone while the other sustains; 
then they alternate.  The intensity finally is about to burst out when in the last 3 measures when 
the violins finally do the glissandi together.  The long dynamic finally reaches to the maximum 
volume that has appeared in the piece so far, fff. 
 The climax of this piece happens here in rehearsal letter N.  The harp starts off with a 4 
note glissando marked sfffz then trills on B.  The strings take over with tremolo on D-sharp C and 
B, which is from the introduction in the beginning of the harp solo.   
 
               
Example 3.10. Theseus, introduction       Example 3.11. Rehearsal N   
 
The harp plays arpeggio then the D-sharp, C and B is repeated again by the strings.  The 
music changes to slow and dramatic.   
 
Example 3.12. Rehearsal H 
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At the same time, the strings are still repeatedly playing D-sharp, C and B and lining up 
with the different groupings on the harp part.  Finally, the harpist is asked to lift up his/her right 
hand holding a heavy metal rod and then to hit the wire strings with indicated pitches.  The 
repeated C-flat played on harp are marked sffffz.  The first violin plays C-B with sffffz and 
tremolo, and then the B fades away quickly.  One can see the final stabbing from Th seus to the 
Minosaur and the Minosaur’s cry before it dies.  After the long fermata, the strings play 4 very 
simple chords with non-tremolo in pp and it reminds the listeners of an a cappella chorus.  One 
can see the implication that the M nosaur is dying away.  The first violin plays D-C with 
porticello which depicts a picture of the Minosaur to linger on the last gasp. 
 At this point the climax has been reached.  In rehearsal letter O, the atmosphere is quiet 
and mysterious.  While the strings are holding the harmonics, the harp plays the notes with slow 
vibrato.  The first 3 notes C-G-F is directly borrowed from rehearsal A, and it is the T5 of the 
fragment from A. 
                                 
Example 3.13. Rehearsal A        Example 3.14. Rehearsal O 
 
After the three notes get repeated again, the strings take over and play the 3 notes with 
trill.  The harp plays running notes that accelerate into the next section in 2/4.  The tempo picks 
up to eight note equals to 132.  The contour of E-flat C G and F C B-flat in the string part 
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foreshadows the next part of the Ariadne’s theme.  Here, the passage acts as a gradual transition 
into the next rehearsal number, which is the part 3 to the piece. 
 Overall, rhythmic accelerando, registral expansion and transposition are examined in 
rehearsal letter H.  The long duration dynamic from rehearsal J to N, tempo acceleration from 
rehearsal M to N and the tension created by duple and triple meter in rehearsal M all demonstrate 
the progression in order to reach to the climax.  The climax in rehearsal N is reached by not only 
playing the loudest possible dynamic but also the contemporary writing on harp for the metal 
striking sound.  In addition, the gesture required from the harpist to hold up a heavy metal rod 
and to hit the wire strings also provides a theatrical dramatic visual effect on stage. 
 
Third Part:  Finding the way out with Ariadne’s thread 
 The third part of the piece introduces the new musical material, Ariadne’s theme.   The 
theme will be played in different length, texture and by different instruments throughout the rest 
of the piece.  Fragments of previous thematic materials also recur in differ nt ways.  Some are 
direct quotation; some hide in different textures.  The story at this point is about Theseus finding 
his way out of the labyrinth by following Adriane’s thread.  Aurally, listening to the Ariadne’s 
theme played repeatedly by various instruments at different sections displays a musical 
connection with implication of the thread.  The reappearance of previous themes along also 
depicts a picture of Theseus returning to the path in which he has walked by before he has killed 
the Minosaur.   
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 The recurring themes are mainly from three rehearsal letters:  E, F and J.  The strings in 
beginning of rehearsal E play semitones above and below D.  The order pitch intervals for this 
passage are +1, 0, -1, 0, -1, 0, +1, 0, +1, 0, +1, 0, +1, 0, +1.   
                                        
+1        0     -1      0      -1    0     +1    0    +1    0   +1    0    +1   0    +1   
 
Example 3.15. Rehearsal E 
 
In rehearsal F, the harp and the strings parts are independent, and both will be used 
separately in the third part of the piece.  The harp part can be rhythmically grouped into 2+3+3.  
The order pitch intervals are +12, 0, +3, -3, 0, -1, +1, 0, +3, -3.              
 
Example 3.16. Rehearsal F 
 
In the string part, the D-B-Bflat-A has order pitch intervals of -4, -1, -1. The second 
group C-A-Aflat-G-Fsharp has order pitch intervals of -4, -1, -1, -1.   
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     -4     -1      -1         +4            -4 -1   -1     -1 
 
Example 3.17. Rehearsal F 
 
In the middle of rehearsal letter J, the B-C-B-Dflat-C-D-Dflat-D-Bflat-B has order pitch 
intervals of +1, -1, +2, -1, +2, -1, -1, -2, +1, and they are in triple rhythm.   
 
Example 3.18. Rehearsal J 
 
Rehearsal P is marked brightly, with enthusiasm.  This positive affection has not yet 
shown in this piece before.  The section starts off with a clear G-flat major mode, which accents 
the heroic feeling.  Texture-wise, this section is contrapuntal.  The right hand part in harp is 
referred as the Ariadne’s theme in this paper.  The theme starts with D-flat to A-flat, a perfect 4th 
down.  In the second measure, the G-flat, D-flat, D-flat, A-flat and G-flat is also a fragment that 
will be used very often in this part of the piece.  
                                     P4↓               M2↓               P4↓ P8↑ P4↓  M2↓  P4↓      P5↑        M2↓ 
 
Example 3.19. Rehearsal P Ariadne’s theme 
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For example, the cello enters on the downbeat together with the harp and plays A-flat, D-
flat, D-flat A-flat G-flat.   Small adjustment has to be made.  For instance, the G-flat is being 
replaced by A-flat because of the D-flat chord played by harp.  The viola enters on the second 
half of the first measure with E-flat, B-flat, A-flat, E-flat, D-flat.  Again, adjustments have to be 
made for contrapuntal reason.  Last voice to enter is played by second violin on the downbeat of 
the second measure, A-flat, E-flat, E-flat, B-flat, A-flat.  It is a direct transposition up a major 
second from the Ariadne’s theme.  All of the Ariadne’s fragments in strings are played 
repeatedly until the eighth measure in rehearsal P.  This section is canonic.    
     
 
Example 3.20. Rehearsal P 
                   
 
Example 3.21. Rehearsal P, cello part 
 
 
Example 3.22 Rehearsal P, viola part 
 
Example 3.23 Rehearsal P, violin II 
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Starting from the 13th measur , the strings are still playing in 6/8.  In the harp part, the 
groupings create a subdivision of counting in 4 + 3.  Musical ideas from previous sections start 
to make appearances.  For example, in the 10th measure, the running 16th note passage is 
derived from rehearsal A.  
                                    
Example 3.24. Rehearsal A      Example 3.25. m.10 in Rehearsal P 
The violin brings out a fragment from rehearsal F in the 5/8.  Th  “b” group fro  
example 2 is a semitone down from the b group in the example 1, and the a group in example 2  
is a P5 down compared to group a in example 3.26.   
                               
              a                                   b                                                              b                       a 
Example 3.26. Rehearsal F       Example 3.27. Rehearsal P 
 
Rehearsal letter R shows a display on rhythm and percussion sounds.  The harp and cello 
tap on the body of the instruments with fingers or knuckles.  The second violin plays the harp 
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theme from rehearsal F, which is an octave down compared to rehearsal F this time.  The viola 
doubles the second violin by playing a perfect 5th above.   
 
             
Example 3.28. Rehearsal F                      Example 3.29. Rehearsal R, violin II and viola part 
 
After the repeat, the strings play C, G, G, D, C, which is a T6 of the Ariadne’s theme 
from rehearsal P.  The alternation of the percussive section and the quoted fragment from the 
Ariadne’s theme provides a repeated contrast in texture and modes of the performances. 
                                                                     
Example 3.30. Rehearsal P, Ariadne’s theme             Example 3.31. Rehearsal R 
 
The lack of direction in this rehearsal letter demands a searching quality.  Before entering 
to the next rehearsal letter, the harp and the second violin plays B-flat, A and A-flat that is a T11 
of the beginning first violi s’ harmonics in rehearsal A.   
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Example 3.32. Introduction 
 
Example 3.33. Rehearsal R 
Rehearsal letter S is a lyrical rhapsody mainly between the second violin and the harp.  
At first, the second violin plays the triplet passage from rehearsal J with the first violin doubles 
an octave above in its T1 of the original.  
              
Example 3.34. Rehearsal J, violin I part        Example 3.35. Rehearsal S 
    
  The rhythm, meter and tempo gradually loose up to a freer style.  There are bigger leaps 
in the harp part during the rhapsody.  The second violin and viola later play the rhythmic passage 
from rehearsal F also a semitone down compared to F.   
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Example 3.36. Rehearsal F             Example 3.37. Rehearsal S 
 
Rehearsal letter T still carries the material from rehearsal F in strings.   
 
Example 3.38. Rehearsal T 
The harp answers back with ideas from rehearsal E.  The parallel chords in harp create 
excitement for 4 measures.   
                
                                                  
Example 3.39. Rehearsal E                             Example 3.40. Rehearsal T 
 
In rehearsal letter U, the strings play the triplet passage again only a semitone up than rehearsal J. 
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Example 3.41. Rehearsal J    Exampl 3.42. Rehearsal U 
 
The harp fills in the gap with the running note from rehearsal A.  From the 4th measure, 
the viola and  cello play a 3 note pattern from the Ariadne’s theme and alternate while the harp 
opens a new phrase with the downward perfect 4th A-flat to E-flat, again, from the Ariadne’s 
theme.  The second of first half of the third measure from the theme is omitted here, and the rest 
of followed not exactly note by note but by contour. 
              omitted 
 
Example 3.43. Rehearsal P, Ariadne’s theme 
 
 
Example 3.44. Rehearsal U, harp part 
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Beside the viola and the cello, the pick up to the 11th m asure in first violin also features 3 note 
pattern.   
 The Ariadne’s theme appears in different parts of the music in rehearsal letter V and W.   
In rehearsal letter V, the first violin, viola and cello feature the Ariadne’s theme vigorously.  The 
second violin accompanies with running descending and ascending scales in 16th note.  The harp 
also plays accented chords on each beat in descending motion.  In the 13th measure, the stri g’s 
section is made of the T2 of the fragments from rehearsal F and is accompanied by the brilliant 
arpeggiated chords played by the harp.   
                          
Example 3.45. Rehearsal F    Example 3.46. Rehearsal V     
 
In rehearsal letter W, the tempo is a little slower and the dynamic is much softer than the 
previous rehearsal letter.  There is a change in the atmosphere from being vigorous to celestial.  
The harp displays the Ariadne’s theme, and the strings alternate every 8th note to play harmonics 
in pp.   
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Example 3.47. Rehearsal W 
 
Later on, it is the violins’ turn to play the Ariadne’s theme.  The passage leads to the next 
rehearsal with a crescendo in order to provide more direction.  
 Rehearsal letter X is another percussive section that acts as a transition from rehearsal W 
to rehearsal Y.  The 5/8 meter is divided up into a 2+3 rhythmic pattern.  In the 6/8 the contour 
of the strings part is derived from rehearsal E.    
 
   Example 3.48. Rehearsal E                               Example 3.49. Rehearsal W 
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In the 7/8 the measure is made up 2+2+3.  Rehearsal Y enters.  There’s a sudden texture 
change.  The strings play mostly sustained notes at different timings, while the harp plays 
descending arpeggios lining up with specific notes from the strings.  This section is very intense, 
and it broadens into fff at the end on the last two chords.   
 Rehearsal Z acts as an introduction to rehearsal A.  The harp plays the staccato passage 
from rehearsal F.  The strings accompanies with ascending 4 note scale in 16th notes.  Then, 
rehearsal A enters.  At this moment, the violins take over the harp part and continue the F 
material.  The violin part has a slightly small adjustment where there is an octave dislocation on 
the melody. 
 
Example 3.50. Rehearsal A 
 
The harp starts to play a new material, and the viola keeps the ascending 4 note scale 
from the previous rehearsal.  After 8 measures, the cello joins the group with tapping the 
instrument’s shoulder and the tailpiece with the back of the bow together.   
 Rehearsal B starts with a growing excitement by strings playing ascending notes and harp 
playing glissandi.  The 5/8 meter is another percussive section then followed by the successive 
16th semitone pattern in 16th notes that derived from rehearsal E.  This combination is very 
similar to rehearsal X.  While the strings are playing more of the semi-tone passage derived from 
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E, the harp starts to re-introduce the 3 note pattern from the Ariadne’s theme C-G-G and C-G-F.  
Later, the numbers of voice increase.  The strings repeat the Ariadne’s theme again in octave 
with great joy and enthusiasm.  The cello is still playing the 16th notes from before.  The harp 
keeps the fragment from Airadne’s theme and rhythmic accompaniment.  The texture changes to 
again rhythmic and percussive with short chords alternating between harp and string quartet.  
Lastly, soprano comes in and sings “Ariana”, the Latinized form of the name Ariadne, from th  
Ariadne’s theme with the cello doubling.  For the last time, it is derived from the Ariadne’s 
theme in rehearsal P. 
 
 
Example 4.51. Rhearsal P, Ariadne’s theme 
 
Example 4.52. Rehearsal B 
 
 
The strings are playing arpeggios up and down, and the harp enriches the passage by 
glissando.  E major chord is the final note for this glorious ending, which corresponds the ending 
of the harp solo for the very first time in the introduction.  The chord is sustained from fff to a 
subito pp.  It is a reminiscence of the beginning, where the strings are playing harmonic and slow 
glissandi again from C to B.  The harp compliments the ending by playing ascending broken 
octave 3 times in harmonics. 
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Conclusion: The Identity of Canadian Music through the Eyes of Canadian 
Composers 
  
Stephen Adams, in the Journal of Canadian Studies, asks, “How many Canadians, I 
wonder, outside the musical professions could this minute come up with the names of a half 
dozen of our serious composers?”  Sharman, Chatman and Schafer are self-conscious about their 
identities as “Canadian composers,” and all have stated or written concerns about the potential 
cultural loss and hopes for sustaining, shaping and cultivating Canadian music for the world.   
 Sharman thinks it is “important as an artist to try to improve the cultural life of the city 
and country in which you live.”1  Sharman has carried this responsibility every day since he 
came to Vancouver, and perhaps this idea was passed down unconsciously by his first 
composition teacher, Murray Adaskin, who was passionate about Canada and a real collector of 
Canadian art.  He was an advocate for Canadian music with help with the Canadian League of 
Composers and the Canadian section of the International Society for Contemporary Music 
supporting him as a president.  In his three appointments as the Composer in Residence with the 
Victoria Symphony Orchestra, he created the Jean Coulthard Readings, which encourages young 
composers to present their orchestral work and work with the orchestra.  When he was the 
Composer in Residence with the Vancouver Symphony Orchestra, he ensured that Canadian 
work on the program was an ordinary occurrence.  This inspired other ensembles and choirs in 
the city to imitate the concert presentation once the inclusion was seen to be a success.  He also 
made sure every established composer in Vancouver had a commission or performance with the 
orchestra during his tenure, including works by Stephen Chatman, Keith Hamel, John Oliver and 
                                                          
1 Rodney Sharman, personal interview, Vancouver, March 17, 2016. 
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Jocelyn Morlock, who is now the Composer-in-Residence with the symphony orchestra.  He 
finds that Vancouver pleasures him in “writing music in a way that I have not done since I was a 
teenager, where I feel my artistic vision can stretch in all directions, where I am can shape 
culture as well as be shaped by it.”2 
 On the other hand, Chatman was an American immigrant, but he now considers himself a 
Canadian composer, as do his American colleagues, audiences and publisher in Boston.3  His 
dual citizenship creates a nice connection for him to bring Canadian music to American 
audiences.  He said, “We are always complaining about importing American culture, but I’m
exporting Canadian culture in a big way, and I’m proud of that.  There aren’t many classical 
composers who are doing this, and they tend to be choral composers.”4  As a composer who has 
created a great deal of choral music, he feels optimistic about the growing appetite for choral 
music in North America.  The other side of his identity as a composer is experimental music.  He 
continues to compose instrumental music and the presentations receive acclaim. For instanc , hi  
composition “From Pent-up Aching Rivers” was performed at New York’s Carnegie Hall by the 
famous Vancouver violinist and pedagogy, Gwen Thompson.  With unusual instrumentation, a 
violin and cello duo, the audience enjoyed the Canadian music played by the Canadian player5.
 One important aspect that Chatman has noticed of Canadian culture is the 
“multiculturalism.”  Canadian culture has been shaped by many influences, the British and the 
French first, later Asians, Middle-East and Eastern and Southern European.  Instead of the 
American “melting pot” concept, the Canadian “mosaic” leaves more opportunities for each 
ethnic group to preserve their music elements.  Chatman gave a lecture at the Beijing Forum in 
                                                          
2 “Artist’s Bio”, Rodney Sharman, http://rodney-sharman.squarespace.com/new-page/, (acc sed March 14, 2016). 
3 Office of the Vice President Research, “Stephen Chatman's Dilemma” Frontier, no. 1 (May 2006): 21-22. 
4 “Artist’s Bio”, Rodney Sharman, ttp://rodney-sharman.squarespace.com/new-page/, (acc sed March 14, 2016). 
5
 Office of the Vice President Research, “Stephen Chatman's Dilemma” Frontier, no. 1 (May 2006): 21-22. 
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2004, discussing the influence of multiculturalism on Canadian contemporary art music.  He 
stated that it is a harmony of “richness”, “tolerance” and “diversity” in the process of making 
Canada’s creative arts.6  For example, he noticed that there are new ensembles formed in Canada 
that perform popular and classical traditions with Western classical and contemporary music on 
traditional Chinese instruments.  Also, the Vancouver Inter-Cultural Orchestra presents Western 
instruments with Asian instruments including some very rare instruments, and commissions 
Canadian composers to write music for the unique ensemble.  Acclaim for its concerts were 
received, such as “the United Nations of Music” by the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation and 
“Music that sounds like Vancouver looks,” by The Georgia Straight 7(Vancouver’s population is 
heavily dominated by a mix of Caucasians and Asians). 
 On the other hand, Schafer has great concerns about the gradual loss of Canadian culture 
and has expressed his views several times through writing and interviews.  He thinks that 
“Canada is trapped between a dying civilization left over from Europe and a deadening 
commercialism imposed by the U.S. Government funding keeps the one alive, while the other 
inundates us with the totalitarian thrust of pop culture.”8   Feeling his own identity is greatly 
influenced by his lifelong location in Canada, Schafer experiences a fatigue with Canadians’ 
minor interest in contemporary art music compared to the United States of America.9   Being an 
environmentalist as well as a composer, he channels his love for Canada’s natural scenery into 
his music.  He stated, “Becau e culture is shaped by climate and geography, Canadian art, the 
product of a northern territory, has a wildness and vigor not evident in the hot-house effusions of 
                                                          
6 Stephen Chatman, “The Influence of Multiculturalism on Canadian Contemporary Art Music”, Procedia - Social 
and Behavioral Sciences 2 No.5 (2010). 
7 Inter-Cultural Orchestra, http://vi-co.org/ (a cessed March 18, 2016). 
8  Stephen Adam, “Murray Schafer's ‘Patria:’The Greatest Show on Earth?”, Journal of Canadian Studies 23, no.1 
(Spring 1988): 205. 
9  Randolph Coleman, “R. Murray Schafer, ‘Ra (Patria 6)’", Music Library Association 50 (March, 1994): 1187. 
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more civilized centres…the ssential difference between Canadian and European landscapes is 
that ours are not peoplescapes…”10   In Schafers’ Patria, he uses particular settings for his 
productions; most of the premieres have taken place in Canada.  In addition, some of his 
compositions are built on the data of specific sound resources of a particular place at a particular 
time, for instance, traffic noise of Vancouver and the wave sounds.  These data are transformed 
into subtle musical elements in his music such as the rhythmic structure and the graphic 
notations. 
 These three Canadian composers search for their identities in different ways.  Rodney 
Sharman took the action of creating opportunities for composers to be heard with help with the 
organizations in which he is involved and believes in creating a better environment for the 
general cultural growth in the city.   Stephen Chatman embraces the multiculturalism of Canada 
and takes unique elements of Canadian music to the world, including inviting local musicians 
and incorporating geographic names and imagery in his works.  Schafer has written books and 
articles to preserve his take on Canadian music and includes some of the geographic advances 
that Canada can offer in his productions.  Sharman commented, “Does my music sound 
Canadian?  That is really for others to say, not me.”11  These composers live their nationalities 
through their music, and in return, their music is shaped by th  Canadian culture. 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                          
10 Murray Schafer, On Canadian Music, (Ontario: Arcana Editions, 1984), 44. 
11 Rodney Sharman, personal interview, Vancouver, March 17, 2016. 
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